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[The following article is reproduced with permission from the author, Matthew J. Colangelo. The
article originally appeared in the July 9, 1993 issue of "Washington Report on the Hemisphere," a
biweekly publication of the Council on Hemispheric Affairs.] The Clinton administration announced
on June 14 that it is proposing a merger of all government-funded international radio broadcasting
activities. In a radical departure from his statement last January that the end of the Cold War made
such broadcast networks irrelevant, President Clinton asserted that information-starved states in
Latin America and the rest of the world "still need a source of news that is reliably free from the
manipulation of their own governments." Joseph D. Duffy, the new director of the United States
Information Agency (USIA), the parent of the Voice of America (VOA), and Daniel A. Mica, head
of the Board for International Broadcasting, which oversees Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty,
designed the merger in response to calls for spending cuts and reform. Under the new plan, the
VOA, as well as the former CIA tools Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty, would be restructured
for the first time since the onset of the Cold War. Each branch would remain a separate entity
but would be united under the auspices of an umbrella governing board made up of presidential
nominees approved by Congress. This body is to act as a type of "fire wall" between USIA and
the broadcast services, allowing them greater editorial freedom. There is good reason to wonder,
however, whether this mediated system would differ substantially from the present direct USIA
control. The new governing board is to determine the substance of the broadcasts, which Clinton
himself admitted would include not only "reporting objective international news, [and] providing
accurate in-country news where a free press is not yet developed," but also "telling America's story
to the rest of the world and helping to transmit our government's official views abroad." Critics
observe that prestigious international radio services, including the BBC, Radio Canada International
and those of Australia and New Zealand, do not have an overtly propagandistic role and very
often run stories highly critical of their governments. Since its inception, the VOA, which oversees
TV and Radio Marti, has come under fire for abusing its mandate to provide "accurate, objective
and comprehensive" news by espousing the basic principles of democracy and "Americanism,"
in addition to touting the ideological views of the administration of the day. Although its regular
broadcasting service has justly won attention for its objectivity, its editorials are saturated with
subjective assessments of current developments or sometimes pure propaganda. For example,
a June 5 commentary entitled "Christopher on US Leadership," which discussed America's role
in the post-Cold War era, self-indulgently concluded, "ultimately, communism was contained,
freedom was defended, [and] the values of the West triumphed." Other editorials address such
themes as "America's unique destiny to promote freedom and democracy around the world."
The proposed merger replenishes the budgets of Radio and TV Marti, which deliver news of the
"free" world to Fidel Castro's Cuba. With a combined budget of US$29.9 million for FY 1994, these
two services dispense tendentious news reports aimed at undermining Havana's authority. The
Office of Cuba Broadcasting, a branch of USIA, primly states that the mission of Radio and TV
Marti is to offer "balanced, unbiased and accurate information to the people of Cuba, giving them
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the opportunity that only freedom of information can provide." Nonetheless, editorials claiming
that "each day Castro denies the Cuban people democracy, the situation [in Cuba] grows worse,"
overstep all professional bounds. In fact, these services were created at the behest of the extremist
Miami-based Cuban American National Foundation (CANF), whose leader, Jorge Mas Canosa,
later forced out Radio Marti's first director for being too neutral and has used the facility for his
own purposes. The VOA's Cuban agenda is even more suspect in light of the current economic and
political situation on the island. The US economic embargo and the withdrawal of Soviet military
and economic aid ensure that Cuba is no longer the threat to US security it once may have been. It
is difficult to justify the heavy fiscal and editorial attention still allotted to the island, regardless of
its proximity to American shores. Contributing to the futility of US programming aimed at Cuba is
the fact that Havana has successfully jammed TV Marti since its debut in March 1990, and only a
tiny percentage of Cubans are able to view the broadcasts, which are shown from three to six o'clock
a.m. Although Castro must expend scarce resources, such as fuel and manpower, to block the signal,
which is beamed from a balloon tethered 10,000 feet above Cudjoe Key, Florida, the tangible results
of TV and Radio Marti fall well short of justifying their nearly US$30 million price tag. In response
to the initial broadcasts of TV Marti in 1990, Castro began jamming the Radio Marti signal, which
uninterrupted since 1985 actually had enjoyed a fair amount of success in bringing outside news
to the Cuban people. The ensuing "electronic war" between Washington and Havana may have
only stoked the fires of Cuban nationalism. While VOA funding is ostensibly allocated towards
providing objective news to oppressed nations where no other sources readily exist, Washington's
continued electronic bombardment seems to serve an uncertain purpose. Clinton has hailed his
plan as "a proud rebirth" of the international broadcasting networks, but he has not presented a
convincing case as to why these facilities should continue to pursue their antiquated mission. In
the final analysis, the Clinton Administration proposal, which is expected to save US$250 million
over the next four years, is not a decisive enough step in the very necessary process of dismantling
anachronistic Cold War institutions like Washington's electronic propaganda services.
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